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                                                                                                                      Lough  

Foyle Coast LCA is characterized by rolling fertile agricultural lands trimmed in hedgerow 

and trees intersected by a network of minor county roads. The western edge of the 

landscape character area is a high mountainous area that slopes towards the western 

shore of Lough Foyle.  A Regional road follows the shoreline of Lough Foyle and runs 

through the bustling market town of Moville, the vibrant fishing village of Greencastle 

and other smaller villages huddled alongside the coastal edge.  

The lower half of the landscape character area is characterized by a silty shoreline 

whereas north towards Greencastle the coast consists of exposed rock and sandy 

beaches including Stroove, a blue flag beach, and adjacent lighthouse. At Inishowen 

head the shoreline veers west onto the Atlantic Ocean displaying a completely different 

hard, treacherous and inaccessible coastline consisting of high vegetated sea cliffs that 

fall sharply directly into the ocean below from a high, barren, mountainous peat covered 

landscape. There is a very strong visual and physical connection to Northern Ireland as it 

forms most of the view out of this area; the international boundary runs through Lough 

Foyle. 

Landscape Character types 
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Landscape Characteristics

Land Form and Land Cover

• Underlying geology of schist forming a mountainous ridge running along a NE

spine that falls towards Lough Foyle.

• Coastal landscape of generally sloping agricultural lands 

the mountains and fall gently

associated residential and agricultural buildings

• Series of biodiversity rich 

into Lough Foyle. 

• Recent encroachment of residential buildings higher up the slopes on poo

visible from the Lough and 

 

Settlements 

• Five picturesque towns and villages 

fabric are situate along the coast

surrounded by a dispersed rural settlement pattern

• The picturesque market and coastal town of Moville retains 

character and street layout including a number of RPS and NIAH structures including 

the impressive Victorian terrace and 

• Strong fishing industry with 

the second busiest port in the county and the home of the National Fisheries Training 

College. 

Map/list Seascape units 

Seascape Unit 1 covers all of the coastal area within this LCA whilst and there is a small degree 

of overlap at Inishowen Head.  

Key characteristics uses: 

predominanlty agricultural, marine and tourism related uses.

 

Coastal edge: Soft mudflat edge to the south with mixture of rocky outcrops and beaches in 

the centre of the unit and a cliff edge north at Inishowen Head.

 

Visibility: High intervisibility with Northern Ireland an

 

Sensitivity/vulnerability: Visually and ecologically sensitive landscape.

 

Special features significant buildings, landmarks, biodiversity and cultural features: 

Stroove lighthouse, fishing villages, golf courses, ferry, 

Redcastle. Mortello tower and visual link to one on the opposite side of Lough Swilly in Northern 

Ireland, archaeological structures and recorded monuments.

  

haracteristics 

Land Form and Land Cover 

Underlying geology of schist forming a mountainous ridge running along a NE

spine that falls towards Lough Foyle. 

Coastal landscape of generally sloping agricultural lands that begin at

the mountains and fall gently towards a low, silty shoreline and scattered with 

associated residential and agricultural buildings 

biodiversity rich river valleys flowing across the landscape character area 

cent encroachment of residential buildings higher up the slopes on poo

visible from the Lough and Northern Ireland across the bay. 

towns and villages with distinctive characteristics and unique built 

along the coastal edge of the landscape character area

surrounded by a dispersed rural settlement pattern. 

The picturesque market and coastal town of Moville retains a lot of historic built 

character and street layout including a number of RPS and NIAH structures including 

the impressive Victorian terrace and Shore Green. 

industry with commercial fishing operating from Greencastle harbour

the second busiest port in the county and the home of the National Fisheries Training 

Seascape Unit 1 covers all of the coastal area within this LCA whilst and there is a small degree 

of overlap at Inishowen Head.   

Key characteristics uses: Lough Foyle is a large, tidal and shallow esturary with 

ltural, marine and tourism related uses. 

Soft mudflat edge to the south with mixture of rocky outcrops and beaches in 

the centre of the unit and a cliff edge north at Inishowen Head. 

High intervisibility with Northern Ireland and unobstructed views to the sea.

Visually and ecologically sensitive landscape. 

Special features significant buildings, landmarks, biodiversity and cultural features: 

Stroove lighthouse, fishing villages, golf courses, ferry, aquaculture, Greencastle, remains of 

Redcastle. Mortello tower and visual link to one on the opposite side of Lough Swilly in Northern 

Ireland, archaeological structures and recorded monuments. 
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Underlying geology of schist forming a mountainous ridge running along a NE-SW 

begin at the foothills of 

and scattered with 

across the landscape character area 

cent encroachment of residential buildings higher up the slopes on poorer land and 

 

with distinctive characteristics and unique built 

al edge of the landscape character area and 

a lot of historic built 

character and street layout including a number of RPS and NIAH structures including 

operating from Greencastle harbour, 

the second busiest port in the county and the home of the National Fisheries Training 

Seascape Unit 1 covers all of the coastal area within this LCA whilst and there is a small degree 

Lough Foyle is a large, tidal and shallow esturary with 

Soft mudflat edge to the south with mixture of rocky outcrops and beaches in 

d unobstructed views to the sea. 

Special features significant buildings, landmarks, biodiversity and cultural features: 

aquaculture, Greencastle, remains of 

Redcastle. Mortello tower and visual link to one on the opposite side of Lough Swilly in Northern 
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History, Culture and Heritage 

 

• Significant historic maritime culture along this international border with the United 

Kingdom, evidenced in the Martello Towers either side of Lough Swilly and a fleet of 

German u-boats scuttled in Lough Foyle at the end of WW2. 

• Numerous archaeological structures and sites throughout the area, including a 

number of Recorded Monuments. 

• Historic Landscape Characterisation sets out that Lough Foyle has had an important 

international harbour since at least the days of Viking incursions. Whilst the area 

looks towards Derry, and may in some regards be considered the city’s hinterland, 

Moville has also been used as a port of departure to Scotland and (sometimes) even 

America. Its pier now is more often used for coastal fishing boats.  At the beginning 

of the 19th century Moville parish (and probably wider coastal area) was held under 

Rundale and the large unenclosed fields were without hedges. The straight-side 

(rectilinear) fields and ladder farms that dominate the countryside today are more 

modern following subdivision of fields to provide better drainage. The proximity to 

Derry and use of Moville as a resort for the city may have encouraged greater 

agricultural investment along the Lough than other areas of Inishowen. It is still a 

popular area for leisure activities and caravan, and chalet, parks. 

Access and Recreation  

• Close visual connection with Northern Ireland on the opposite side of Lough Swilly, 

and a ferry connection between the two that runs from Greencastle to Magillian in 

Northern Ireland. 

• Wild Atlantic Way starts at Muff in the South of this landscape character area and 

continues along its length. 

• The Inishowen 100 is an established tourist route that follows the entire coast within 

this LCA. 

• Two golf courses at Greencastle and Redcastle. 

• Strong Tourism and leisure industry focused on the landscape, seascape and their 

use. 

Biodiversity 

• Ecologically important landscape containing 

#ha of SAC, SPA and pNHA as well as the 

important biodiversity links of the riverine 

corridors. 

• Patchwork of small to medium sized 

agricultural fields generally bounded by 

deciduous hedgerow and trees. 

• Large areas of deciduous woodland 

particularly along the coast and along river 

valleys. 
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• Forestry plantations on higher lands along 

the north-west of the landscape character 

area. 

 

Forces for change 

• In the past there was considerable pressure for urban generated housing 

development from the city of Derry in neighbouring Northern Ireland, due to a 

number of varying factors including its proximity to the border of the landscape 

character area (an international border). 

• Linear development along the rural road network 

• Tourism related holiday home developments in both the rural landscape and within 

towns. 

• Potential for further development of Sailing and water based tourism activities, 

particularly in light of the recent and planned clipper festivals along the banks of the 

Foyle.  

• Golf tourism 

• Renewable energy development. 

• Afforestation on higher ground within the west of the landscape unit.  

• Telecommunications and infrastructural development 

• Coastal erosion 

• Important intervisibility and connection to Northern Ireland. 

 

 

 

 

 


